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Introduction

Basic Baseball is a tutorial for all beginner Baseball Coaches. It has been thought
as the first support for people wishing to teach the game provided they already
know Baseball. It is especially aimed at young Coaches, school teachers and
team chaperons. It details the games basic techniques, suggests training to
implement those techniques and expand player’s skills, and finally gives useful
performing and training advices.
Basic Baseball has been published for the World Children Baseball Fair, so that
all the participants can experience the same training and have an elementary
practical guide. The WCBF reunites every year more than 220 children of the
entire world. The IBAF feels happy and proud for collaborating from 1990 with the
World Children Baseball Foundation in the organization of this event and wishes
to continue contributing many years more.
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I. Equipment
1. Baseball Cap

2. Uniform

3. Baseball Glove

4. Spiked Shoes

5. Batter’s Helmet

6. Batting Glove

7. Ball
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8. Bat

II.

Warm-up

A good warm-up helps to loosen the muscles and joints and helps prevent injury. Begin
with a jog around the field. Do not sprint. Quick starts may result in pulled muscles and
ligaments.
Group Stretching. Form a semi-circle.
1. Neck
• Move from side to side 4 times, then 4 full circles.
2. Shoulders
• Circle, forward and backward, eight times each.
• Pull arms individually across chest. Hold stretch for a count of 8.
• Arm circles, small to large circles forward and backward, eight times each.
• Hold arms straight out to side, have partner pulls hands towards back. Try to
hold for a count of 8.
3. Wrists
• Wrist circles, 8 rotations each wrist.
4. Trunk
• Trunk rotations, 4 to the left and 4 to the right.
5. Legs
• Stretch the hamstring. Stand straight, reach for the sky with arms and slowly
bend over, without bending at the knees. Try to touch the ground with hands.
• Stretch the inside thigh. Stand with legs apart. Keep trunk and head looking
ahead and lunge to the left. Hold for a count of eight and then lunge to the right.
Repeat as necessary.
• Stretch the thighs. Stand erect on right foot. Pull left leg back and up with arms.
Repeat with other leg.
• Stretch the calves. Lunge forward with left leg. Keep heal to the ground. With
hands, push against a wall or pole. Repeat with right leg.
• Stretch the ankles. Sit down and with hands, slowly move one ankle in a circular
motion. Repeat with other ankle.
6. Ten minute throw
• Begin throwing from the first base line to a distance of 10 meters. When arm feels
loose, back up until you reach second base.
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III. Defensive Positions

8

7
6
5

1

2

1. Pitcher
2. Catcher
3. First Baseman
4. Second Baseman
5. Third Baseman
6. Shortstop
7. Left fielder
8. Centerfielder
9. Right Fielder
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9
4

3

IV. Throwing
• Proper grip (4 seams - across the wide seams).
• Use a ¾ delivery. Arm should make an « L » shape.
• Start with hands together chest high.
• Turn the pivot foot (throwing side foot) inside facing target. Rotate the glove side towards
the target (with hands together chest high).
• Bring the ball down from the glove - move the throwing arm back (with the fingers on tip
of the ball) bring the ball up - stride forward with foot pointing directly towards the target
- continue throwing forward and release the ball with fingers pulling straight down making
a smooth, relaxed follow through.
• Avoid throwing side arm or over the top. It is difficult to throw accurately and induces
shoulder and elbow fatigue which leads to injury.
• Concentrate on hitting the target, making good accurate throws every time.
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PRACTICE
Relay Drill:
Divide the players into four groups and line them up about 10-15 apart. The first
player in each group, on the command « go » starts the drill by throwing to the
next player in line. The ball must be caught and thrown by each player in
succession and returned the same way.
10 – 15m

Repeat to receive and throw ball with <go>

Target Drill:
Form four groups (of about 7 players). Two teams face each other in single-file
lines. The object is to « hit the target » opposite each player. The target is the
receiving player’s chest area. Any catch made in the chest area gets 5 points for
the throwing team. The team with the most points wins.

Throw towards chest area
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V.

Receiving

• When receiving the ball, face partner, giving a good target with both hands
slightly extended out front. This lets the thrower know you are ready and
provides the ideal positioning for receiving any type of thrown ball
• Whenever possible, use free hand to secure ball in the glove
• When the throw is above the belt, the glove fingers point to the sky when
catching the ball
• When the throw is below the belt, the glove fingers point to the ground when
catching the ball
• Use soft hands to catch the ball; « give » or cushion the ball when it enters the
glove
PRACTICE
Combine receiving and throwing in the same drills mentioned in the throwing
section.
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VI.

Infield Position

• Ready position - feet comfortably spread apart, weight slightly forward on
balls of feet, knees and hips bent, body low and hands out in front of body,
head up.
• Break hard in the direction of ball, shorten steps and get on balance when
fielding ball.
• Watch the ball at all times.
•
•
•
•

Catch the ball with two hands and let the glove « give » with relaxed hands.
Watch ball enter glove and top it with free hand.
Bring hands toward belly button, prepare to throw.
Crow-hop and make accurate throw.

• Pick up bobbled ball or slow roller with bare hand.
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PRACTICE
Fielding grounders:
Form groups of 6 (three in each line facing each other at 3m apart). Roll ball to
person on opposite side. Player fields ball and rolls it back to the second person
in line across from him. Once ball is rolled back, rotate to back of line.
３m
Go back to the back

Go back to the back

Short hops:
Form pairs 3 meters apart. Throw ball to partner one foot in front of the glove on
one hop.
Fungo:
Form equal groups at 1B, 2B, 3B, and SS. Fungo groundballs. Players field
groundball and throw back to fungo hitter or shag. Rotate to back of next line.
Begin at a distance of 9 meters. 5-10 throws per drill.
a. Start with glove side facing target - remove ball, stride and throw
b. Facing partner - step with pivot, rotate body and throw
c. Simulate fielding a ground ball from partner, come up and throw
d. Simulate catching a fly ball from partner, turn and throw
e. Shorten distance between partners to 6 meters - repeat c and d but use less
arm action (short arm throw, elbow remains bent)
f. Repeat c. Simulate receiving ground ball from home plate and throw to first
base
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VII.

Outfield Position

• While moving in towards the ball catch the fly ball with two hands on the
throwing side of the body.
• Crow hop (pivot foot forward, rotate the body and throw).
• Field ground balls in the middle of the body, crow hop and throw.
• Drop step on ball over head (move the foot directly back on the side the ball is
going towards, cross over with the other foot, catch ball).
• Reverse pivot on balls to the glove side when having to run and reach for ball.
Immediately after fielding the ball, chop steps, plant pivot foot (with back
towards the infield), reverse pivot and throw to cut off man.
• To best judge where a ball will drop, wait for the ball to begin its descent
before moving in on it.
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PRACTICE
Form two lines facing each other (10m apart).
a. Moving in on fly ball, catch with two hands, crow hop and throw to partner,
repeat.
b. Do the same with ground balls, repeat.
c. Do the same with drop step, balls over head.
d. Repeat with balls to glove side and reverse pivot.
Throw balls using one of the above situations and let fielders react to it.
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VIII. Infield / Outfield Practice
• Concentrate on your job of fielding, catching and throwing accurately.
• Practice infield and outfield as if it were a real game.
• Encourage teammates even when an error is made.
• Use this time to get ready mentally and physically for the game.
PRACTICE
1. Have each player take a position (may be more than one person at a position).
Hit all ground balls during this practice. Each outfielder makes one throw to
2B, 3B and Home.
2. Each infielder throws to 1B then the catcher throws back to the fielder at his
base.
3. Each infielder throws to 2B for a double play, catcher throws back to fielder at
his base.
4. Each catcher fields a bunt and throws to 1B and 2B after every complete
round.
5. Let infielders repeat throw to 1B and 2B. End with a pop-up to the catcher.
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IX.

Relay Drill

• If a ball is hit to the outfield, use a middle player or « relay » to get the ball to a
base.
• Outfielder directs throw to the extended arms of the relay person.
• Relay catches the ball with two hands and turns towards the glove side to
throw to the infield (base).
• For players with more experience, relay person does not wait for the ball with
locked feet. Instead, he keeps feet moving in order to be ready to move to
either side in case of an inaccurate throw from the outfield.
PRACTICE
Place an assistant or a player on 2nd or 3rd Base.
One player is placed approximately 8 steps from the base and acts as the relay
person.
The other outfielders form a line about 25 steps from the base and one by one
field a fly or grounder thrown by the instructor who is positioned next to the relay
person.
After having caught the ball, the outfielder throws to the relay who catches the
ball, turns towards his glove side and throws to the assistant Coach or player on
2nd or 3rd Base.
The outfielder than becomes the relay person and the relay person replaces the
player on 2nd or 3rd. If an assistant Coach is on the Base, the relay person goes
to the end of the outfielder’s line.
Form at least two equal lines using one of the foul lines as the starting point.
Position the first player of each line on the foul line and for safety reasons, allow
6m between each line.
The first player in each line starts with his throwing hand, ball in the glove and
feet on the foul line. On the command « go », the first person in line turns and
throws the ball to the second person in line. The ball must be caught and thrown
by each player in succession and returned the same way. The object is for
everyone to catch and throw as quickly as possible using the proper relay
mechanics.
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X.

Run Downs

• Fewer throws means less risk of making a mistake.
• Remove the ball from the glove and stay slightly to the throwing side of the
base path.
• Run fast towards the base runner with the ball in your hand (use normal
running mechanics. Do not hold the ball up in the air)
• Bring the ball up above the shoulder when you are ready to throw
• The receiving fielder begins to walk towards the runner to narrow the gap then
moves quickly towards the runner as the ball is released.
• The receiving fielder catches the ball with two hands and tags the runner.
There are many different methods for teaching this skill. This method
emphasizes the importance of making the least amount of throws. The more
throws made, the greater the risk of dropping or overthrowing the ball. Running
with the ball in your bare hand with normal running mechanics allows you to run
faster than when holding a ball over your head.
PRACTICE
Break players into four groups with two groups working together to create two
run down situations. Coaches act as runners. Players execute the run down and
when finished, go the end of the opposite line to keep drill running smoothly.
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XI.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Double Plays

Sprint to the base.
Round off with short quick steps.
Catch ball with two hands.
Step to throw in the direction of first base.
Direction of throw determines type of pivot used.
To throw or « feed », show the ball, stay low to the ground, and make a firm
accurate throw as quickly as possible.

PRACTICE
Pairs practice the feeds and pivot from each position. Then form lines at the SS
and 2B positions. Coach rolls a ball to the SS, SS feeds 2B who pivots and
completes the double play by throwing to Coach (1B) who is 10m away.
Repeat drill by rolling a ball to 2B and allowing the SS to make the double play.
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XII. Strike Zone

Center of body

Strike
Zone
Knee
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XIII. Hitting
• Step into the batter’s box, feet parallel and shoulder width apart.
• Hold hands chest high and near the back shoulder. Bat is approximately at a
45° angle.
• Head and eyes level to ground, eyes focused towards pitcher.
• Take a short, low stride, keeping the hands and weight back on foot.
• Pause or delay to prevent hands moving forward too early.
• Swing bat hard and fast. Follow through completely.

PRACTICE
1. Dry swings (no balls involved). Spread feet to full stride distance, with hands
and weight back, take full, hard swing. Repeat 15 times.
2. Practice batting from a tee.
3. Soft toss from the side. Feeder places himself 4 to 6 meters away at a
45-degree angle from the hitter. The hitter faces a net about 6m in front of him
and hits the ball into the net as the feeder softly tosses the ball to him. Hit line
drives.
To emphasize hitting line drives, give points according to where the batter hits
the ball: over the net = 0 points; line drive (eye level) = 5 points; fly-ball (in the
net but higher than eye level) = 1 point; grounder (below eye level) = 3 points.
4. Draw a circle around the shadow of head in batting position. Swing bat. Head
should not move out of the circle.
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XIV. Sacrifice Bunts
• Use either the « square » or « pivot » stance (both methods allow the upper
body to face the pitcher).
• Get into the bunting stance early.
• Hold the bat loosely with the fingertips out in front of the body. Do not expose
fingertips to the pitch
• Start with the bat at the top of the strike zone and bunt only strikes. (With the
bat at the top of the strike zone, you’ll see the pitch better and avoid the
temptation to bunt a high pitch which is easy to pop up)
• Do not raise your bat to bunt any pitch. Only movement with the bat should be
down (bend at the knees).
• Do not poke or punch at the ball; wait for the pitch and tap it lightly
• The best direction is to bunt down the first base line with a runner on first and
down the third base line with runners on first and second
• Bunt only strikes. Not only are pitches outside of the strike zone difficult to
bunt but, a walk to a batter advances the runner without sacrificing an out.
In a sacrifice bunt, the batter gives himself up to advance the more important
runner on base.

PRACTICE
Form four groups. Coaches throw soft balls from a short distance. When the
pitcher is in the set position, the batter gets into the proper bunting position,
pitcher throws. Five tries per batter. When each player has had at least one turn,
make a game out of it and see how many pitches in a row each player can bunt
properly.
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XV.

Bunting for a Base Hit (Drag bunt)

•
•
•
•
•

Hide your intentions as long as possible.
Take short steps to remain on balance as you start towards first base.
Get bat out in front of the body so the ball hits a still bat.
Place the bunt perfectly down the line (not towards the pitcher).
Technique for right handed hitter - as ball approaches, drop the right foot back
slightly (about 12cm) and look for a pitch on the outside corner of the plate to
start body momentum towards first base.
• As the ball approaches the left handed hitter, the back foot comes forward and
towards first base while looking for a pitch on the inside corner of the plate.
Use the base-hit bunt whenever the third baseman, first baseman or second
baseman is playing deep.

PRACTICE
In groups of 4 (catcher, bunter, 2 fielders and a Coach as the pitcher), bunt 10
pitches then rotate. The batter goes to 3B, 3B to 1B, 1B to catcher and catcher to
batter.
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XVI. Fake Bunt and Swing

• This offensive tactic can be effective to confuse the defense even when the
batter does not hit the ball.
• Use in a sacrifice bunt situation only.
• Square around early (pivot method works best).
• As the pitcher’s arm moves forward to deliver the pitch, the batter brings the
bat straight back to the hitting position.
• Do not drop the bat barrel towards the ground.
• Swing normally at strikes only (no pop-ups).

PRACTICE
Players (with bat) spread out with 12-15 feet between one another to practice
the fake bunt and swing. The Coach simulates the pitcher, ready position and
then delivers the pitch. After 10-15 swings the Coach calls either « strike » and
the batters swing or « ball » and the batters take the pitch (10-15 times).
In groups of 5 or 6, players practice the fake bunt and swing, one at a time, using
a whiffed ball or other soft ball.
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XVII. Running to First Base

•
•
•
•
•
•

Make short, quick steps out of the batter’s box.
Glance to ball without slowing down.
Run at full speed through first base using proper running form.
Make contact with front side of first base.
Only slide to avoid the tag.
Stay on baseline, control stop, glance to right.

PRACTICE
Players line up at home plate and one by one, take a turn in the batter’s box,
simulate a swing, drop the bat and run through first base.
First base Coach randomly rolls ball behind base runners after they touch first
base to check for overthrow.
Drill may be timed to motivate base runners to run at full speed.
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XVIII. Rounding bases

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Path of runner is an arc to create better angle and tighter turn.
Arc is started when the runner finds the ball (after glance to the right).
Tag the base in normal stride without lunging or jumping.
Tag the inside corner of the base (one closest to the pitcher’s mound).
Run with head up and with proper running form.
Keep running full speed until the defense forces you to halt.
Never miss a base.

PRACTICE
Line up at home-plate. Simulate a swing, run, then begin to arc out of the
baseline after glancing at the ball. Round first base (one at a time) and return to
the bases to locate the ball. Return to the base before the next person goes.
Each player rounds all bases (a home run). This exercise may be timed or the
runner may try to catch the person in front of him.
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XIX. First Base and Secondary Leads

• Take lead directly in line between 1B and 2B.
• Eyes remain on the pitcher once the runner leaves the base.
• Knees slightly flexed, elbows in at sides and hands waist high in front of the
body.
• When pitcher starts the delivery to the plate the runner goes into a secondary
lead.
• The secondary lead gets the runner moving towards 2B.
• Begin with the left foot and take two complete shuffles towards 2B.
• Keep body balanced and head level during shuffles.
• When the catcher catches the pitch the runner returns to 1B keeping his eyes
on the ball.

PRACTICE
Line all players down the foul line (each at a base or imaginary base). Practice
the primary lead and back to the base with the Coach acting as the pitcher (6-8
times). Repeat for the secondary lead.
Use four runners at a time. Players complete secondary lead and on Coach’s
signal, break and race to 2B or break back towards 1B.
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XX. Leads at Third Base

• Lead should be made one step in foul territory (protects runner from being put
out if hit by a batted ball).
• As the pitcher begins the delivery (wind up or set position) turn body and walk
towards home plate. Do not run.
• The walk should be timed so the right foot is just hitting the ground as the ball
reaches home plate to be able to react properly.
• When tagging up, use the foot that allows a comfortable view of the catch
without having to turn the body.
• Toe of tagging foot against side of base (not on top) and feet pointed towards
home plate. Look at the ball.

PRACTICE
Form five lines at third base. The first player in each line takes his lead. The
Coach acts as pitcher. The pitcher delivers the ball (from wind-up or set position)
to home plate and the players practice the « walking » lead. After each turn,
players rotate to the end of the line.
Continue same drill with the Coach calling out (when ball reaches home plate)
either « ground ball » or « fly ball ». On a ground ball, runners run to home-plate.
On a fly ball runners return to third base and then tag up. Coach clap hands to
signal the ball is caught so runners can tag up and run to home plate.
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XXI. Stealing
• Take primary lead in a direct line with second base.
• Keep eyes on the pitcher when not on the base.
• Change weight to right foot with a cross-over step with the left foot or a
jab-step with the right foot. Either method must provide movement in the
direction of second base.
• Keep the body low and on balance, first few steps are short.
• Glance towards home plate when the ball reaches the hitting zone.
PRACTICE
Form lines of 6 at first base. First person of each line takes a lead and then
reacts to pitcher. Run only 3 to 4 meters and then return to the end of the line.
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XXII. Sliding
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sit on the ground without using hands (forming a « 4 »).
Bent leg slide is made in the sitting position.
The buttocks hit the ground first.
Keep hands in the air. Do not touch the ground.
Tighten the abdominal muscles to keep upper body erect.
Get low to the ground to begin slide. It is not a leap or jump in the air.

PRACTICE
Set up cardboard sheets and line up 16m from them and practice slides. Slides
can also be practiced on wet grass. Sliding with sneakers or shoeless lessens
the risk of tripping on the cardboard or getting « caught » in the grass.
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XXIII. Pitching

• Position on rubber (RH-3B side/LH-1B side)
• Place both feet over the rubber, slightly separated with toes in front of the
rubber. Do not stand directly on or pitch from the top of the rubber
• Take a short step back with the stride foot
• Turn pivot foot parallel to rubber (on front edge, not on top)
• Rotate body to the balance point, lifting knee toward the chest, hands together
at chest. Knee should not come up higher than 90°. A pitcher should be able
to stop his delivery at the balance point and not fall over, keeping the knee up,
standing on one leg.
• The balance point is crucial to proper mechanics in a delivery.
As body begins forward, separate hands with throwing hand reaching back and
down. Hand must be on top of ball as it separates from glove (thumb pointing
down). As body moves forward, bring throwing hand into the « L » position for
delivery.
• Stride must not be over-extended or too short. A stride that is too long is the
result of too much « drop and drive » with the back leg.
• The stride foot should land flat, pointing directly at the plate.
• Deliver the pitch with a smooth, relaxed follow through.
• Keep eyes on the target at all times.
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PRACTICE
Divide players into two groups, pitchers and catchers. The pitchers work on their
delivery from a distance of about 16m for half the session and then the catchers
become pitchers and also work on their delivery for the rest of the time.
Work with each player individually to correct his position and to emphasize a
compact, balanced and smooth delivery.
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XXIV. Catching

• Stance - feet shoulder width apart, knees pointing towards SS and 2B areas,
relaxed and completely squatting
• Receiving - catch the ball firmly
• Blocking - ball in the dirt, drop to the knees, cover up the hole between the
legs with the mitt open to the ball and with throwing hand behind the mitt, tuck
chin to chest to avoid getting hit with the ball in the throat
• Fielding bunts - remove mask and drop, round ball off in direction of throw,
trap the rolling bunt with glove and throwing hand. Shuffle step and throw.
Pick up balls no longer moving with bare hand. Right handed catchers may go
straight to the ball if bunted towards third base, pick it up with two hands, back
towards first base, pivot on the right foot and throw to first base.

PRACTICE
Blocking throws in the dirt:
Work in pairs (pitcher and catcher 6-10 meters apart). The pitcher throws balls
into the dirt. When the catcher realizes that the ball is going to hit the dirt, he
must immediately drop to his knees coming forward not throwing the feet
backwards with the knees straight down.
Fielding bunts and throwing to first base:
Form 3 or 4 groups. Players line up and one by one get into the catcher position.
The Coach and assistant Coaches stand behind the catcher roll a ball as if it
were bunted by a batter. The catcher practices fielding the bunt and simulates
throwing to first base.
After every player has had a few turns, assign players to first base and right field
to back up throws to first base. The other players line up at home and take the
catching position one by one. The Coach throws a ball from behind the catcher
as if it were a bunted ball. The catcher fields the ball and throws to first base.
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XXV. Game Situations

• Talk to your teammates, encourage them.
• Concentrate at all times.
• Practice as if it were a real game.

PRACTICE
Form two (2) teams. The defense takes normal positions including the pitcher.
Offense lines up at home plate. The Coach also assigns a 1B and 3B Coach for
the offense. When the Coach « fungos » a ball into play, the first player
becomes the runner. Runners do not start until the Coach makes contact with
the ball.
The teams react to the plays as if it were a real game. If a runner is out, he
returns to the end of the line-up. After 3 outs, the teams switch.
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XXVI. Pepper

• Batter chokes up on bat and swings slowly, yet completely to follow through
position.
• Batter must get on top of the pitch to hit ground balls.
• Fielders are in the ready position (knees flexed, hands low to the ground and
open to batter out in front with head up).

PRACTICE
Form groups of 5-6 players, 1 batter, 1 catcher (6m behind batter), and the rest,
fielders 30 feet out front. Each batter gets (8) swings. Then, the batter moves to
the left of the line, the catcher becomes the batter and the fielder on the far right
becomes the catcher.
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XXVII. Work Out
Baseball is a stop and go game. A player must be ready to react quickly, to run at
full speed and to use all his strength in split-second situations. Working out will
help:
•
•
•
•

To become a better, stronger athlete.
To run faster.
To hit harder.
To help lessen the risk of injury.

Before beginning a workout, it is important to stretch and warm-up. See page 1
for stretching exercises.
1. Basic Exercises:
10-20 crunches, 10-20 push-ups, 10-20 leg lifts.
2. Distance Run:
1600m. Do not run at full speed at the first practice. Gradually increase your
speed as you build up your endurance. Walk 200m. Take a short break.
3. Sprints:
Run the distance of 800m broken down into various sprinting distances. Jog
back after each sprint. For example: 2 x 200m, 2 x 100m, 4 x 50m.
4. Pick-ups:
In pairs, one player rolls the ball and the other one does the pick-ups Alternate
rolling the ball left and right for partner to shuffle to pick-up and flip back to the
roller. Do this 10 times in each direction, then switch and repeat.
5. Wind sprints:
From the first base line, mark off 5 meters, 10 meters, 15 meters and 25
meters. Form groups of 5 or more. Line up the first base line. On command,
the first person in each group runs to the 5 meter mark, touches the ground
with one hand, and returns to the first base line, runs to the 10 meter mark,
touches the ground with one hand and returns to the first base line and
continues with the 15 meter mark and the 25 meter mark. When the runner
returns to the first base line after touching the 25 meter mark, he touches his
teammate’s hand who runs the same sprints beginning with the 5 meter mark
and so on until each person has run at least once.
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The International Baseball Federation (IBAF), a non-profit
organization founded in 1938, aims to promote, encourage and
develop Baseball throughout the world. The IBAF is the
International Baseball Federation recognized by the International
Olympic Committee. Established in Lausanne, the Olympic
Capital, since 1994 and counting 117 National Federation
members it organizes the Baseball World Cup, World
Championships in their different categories, the Intercontinental
Cup and the Baseball Olympic Tournament, securing the
development and expansion of this sport all over the world.
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